
Stewards Notes  

Stewards 
Veterinary Surgeon 

J Jones, M Herrmann, K Dalton, S Volbrecht 
Dr C Doyle 

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner LAUNCHING. 
-On the first turn  KINATE moved down making contact with ARIZONA MCBAIN causing both greyhounds to lose ground. Along the back 
straight KINATE moved down checking ARIZONA MCBAIN. On the turn off the back straight MUCHACHOS ran onto the heels of SPRING 
RODNEY. 
                

     

   

-VICTA NASH was slow to begin. On the first turn QUICK SENSATION moved down checking CRINKLE CUT causing CRINKLE CUT to 
drop back checking GOIN’ BUSH and DESTINI LIMA. Entering the back straight GOIN’ BUSH moved down checking CRINKLE CUT and 
DESTINI LIMA. On the turn off the back straight DUNKIRK moved down severely checking QUICK SENSATION. 
-QUICK SENSATION was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.  
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner VICTA KYLIE. 
-YOU SEND ME was slow to begin. On the first turn HARVEY SPECTER checked around the heels of VIPER’S MISSION then continued 
out checking YOU SEND ME then shortly after ROYAL SPECTRUM moved out checking MIDNIGHT PATROL. On the turn off the back 
straight BIG BLACK SIYAN eased appearing injured. On the turn into the home straight MIDNIGHT PATROL checked around the heels of 
BIG BLACK SIYAN. 
-BIG BLACK SIYAN was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS SUSPENDED FOR 10 DAYS ALL TRACKS. 
                

     

   

-On the first turn NITRO KIST moved down checking ALL NIGHT LONG and BIG BUZZ then shortly after HOLD ON DIGGER moved down 
checking NITRO KIST. On the turn off the back straight VICTA POLLY made contact with the running rail then moved out checking NITRO 
KIST and BIG BUZZ. 
-VICTA POLLY was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

    

-On the first turn POOL HALL moved out checking SPRING TO IT and AFTERGLOW causing AFTERGLOW to stumble. On the turn out of 
the home straight VICTOR ROY moved out forcing POOL HALL and TROUBLE WATERS to run wide. Along the back straight TROUBLE 
WATERS ran wide. Along the home straight on the final occasion TROUBLE WATERS ran wide.  
                

     

   

-On the first turn BRADLEY TYSON moved out checking JUST LOVE, DE CHOIX, MAX SHAKE and SECOND BASE causing JUST LOVE 
to be turned sideways. There were no further racing incidents to report.  
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner VICTA ASHLEY. 
-On the first turn SHIMA DEAL checked around the heels of STAUNCH AS then shortly after VICTA MAX moved out checking GOOBER 
BROWN and COME ON ENZO. On the turn into the back straight SHIMA DEAL moved down checking ELITE JAMES. 
-GOOBER BROWN was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
 
 
 



 
                

     

   

-On the first turn MEEHAN SOX moved out checking ASTON ABBOTT and OSHKOSH ERNY VEE. There were no further racing incidents 
to report. 
                

     

   

-HAYRIDE MILLS was slow to begin. Shortly after the start MIDNIGHT MCQUEEN moved out checking OLARY then MIDNIGHT 
MCQUEEN moved down making contact with WIKABREE causing MIDNIGHT MCQUEEN to lose ground. On the first turn WIKABREE 
moved out checking VICTA PEDROSA. On the turn into the home straight EMERLEY AGAIN moved out making contact with WIKABREE 
resulting in both greyhounds to lose ground then shortly after VICTA PEDROSA and MIDNIGHT MCQUEEN came together and bumped. 
-EMERLEY AGAIN was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

 

  

-A swab sample was taken from the winner STIR CRAZY. 
-On the first turn EL JERICO moved out checking LEACHWOOD LASS and OPTIC BLAST. On the turn off the back straight EL JERICO 
moved out checking MY BOY TYLER causing MY BOY TYLER to stumble. On the turn into the home straight DO THE HOKEY moved out 
making contact with OPTIC BLAST causing both greyhounds to lose ground. 
-MY BOY TYLER was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-Shortly after the start ELITE CHAOS moved down checking DAKOTA GRACE and VICTA WINK then shortly after YES SARGE moved 
down checking ELITE CHAOS. Approaching the turn into the home straight STEEL clipped the heels of TINA’S MAGIC. Approaching the 
turn into the home straight and on the turn into the home straight DAKOTA GRACE and ELITE CHAOS bumped on several occasions 
causing ELITE CHAOS to lose ground. 
                

     

   

-ALLEN PUNTER was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report. 
-EMERLEY DRYAD was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS SUSPENDED FOR 1 MONTH ALL TRACKS 
                

INJURIES BIG BLACK SIYAN 
EMERLEY DRYAD 

LEFT SHOUDLER MUSCLE INJURY 
BROKEN TOE 

10 DAYS ALL TRACKS 
1 MONTH ALL TRACKS 

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS LAUNCHING (R1) 
VICTA KYLIE (R3) 

VICTA ASHLEY (R7) 
STIR CRAZY (R10) 

 

SUSPENSIONS NIL   

FINES ISSUED NIL   
 


